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Abstract. Vehicles equipped with an electric independent axle drive have 

different properties compared to conventional vehicles. Distribution 

of driving or braking torque can be achieved by the proper control of the 

operation of electric machines without applying additional mechanisms. 

In this paper a method of active torque distribution between front and rear  

axles is presented. The method allows to use the maximum tyres adhesion 

and minimize slips. The results of simulation tests are presented, in which 

the active torque distribution with evenly torque distribution were compared. 

1 Introduction 

Electric cars, different in many respects compared to conventional vehicles powered by fossil 

fuels, are characterised by distinctive features widely discussed in all types of media sources 

nowadays. Some of them like obvious issues related to driving range [1–3], energy 

consumption [4, 5], charge or refuel time [6] or impact on the local environment [7] are most 

often repeated topics. However, there are also other aspects scrutinized more deeply by 

scientists. These include for example the possibility of energy recovery from the braking 

process [8, 9] or the fact that the electric drive is much more compact, which creates the 

possibility of greater diversity in the structure of the propulsion system. In an electric vehicle, 

the motors can for instance be placed in wheel hubs, or two machines can independently drive 

the front and rear axles of wheels [10, 11]. The problem of the distribution of drive torques 

in multimotor electric powertrain is a normal consequence of the development of technology. 

In articles [12, 13], the issue of controlling the electric independent axle drive of the vehicle 

in the event of loss of adhesion by one of the wheels was analysed. However, relatively few 

research papers address the issue of how to distribute the drive torque between axles 

or wheels to minimize the risk of losing adhesion by tyres. 

2 Electric vehicle independent axle drive  

The electric vehicle independent front and rear axle drive scheme is shown in Figure 1. The 

vehicle is driven by electric motors (EM) and powered by an electrochemical battery (Bat). 

EM transmit the driving/braking torque to the wheels via the drive shafts and differential 

mechanism (X). The prototype Italian car P-Mob and commercially available Tesla Model S 
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All-wheel Drive Dual Motor [14] are examples of such a construction. The correct operation 

of independent front and rear electric drive is handled by the Central Control Unit (CCU). 

CCU decides about actions such as torque distribution between axles or defines the mode of 

EMs operation (motor for accelerating and drive with constant speed and generator in case 

of regenerative braking). In Figure 1 the continuous (–––) and dashed (– – –) lines denote the 

mechanical and electrical connections, respectively. The arrows indicate the possible 

direction of the energy flow depending on the EM operating mode. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Electric vehicle independent front rear axle drive. 

3 Modelling 

The preparation of appropriate simulation model is crucial to analyse vehicle’s 

dynamic properties. One can refer to [15] in order to get acquainted with this topic. 
However, the most important elements that should be taken into consideration while 

creating such a simulation model adapted to the independent front and rear axle 
drive are presented below. 

3.1 Motion equation of vehicle equipped with independent axle drive 

The Equations (1-3) of motion of the vehicle equipped with independent axle drive are 

derived from the second law of Newton's dynamics. 

d2x/dt2 = 1/m [{[τF + τR]/rd} – Fmr] (1) 

τF = JF dωF/dt + FxFrd (2) 

τR = JR dωR/dt + FxRrd (3) 

where: x – means vehicle longitudinal displacement, m – vehicle mass, rd – tyre dynamic 

radius, Fmr – sum of motion resistance forces, τF, τR – front, rear wheels torque, JF, JR – front 

and rear wheels moment of inertia, ωF, ωR – front, rear wheels angular speed, FxF, FxR – front, 

rear tyre longitudinal force. 

3.2 Tyre 

A basic classic tyre model was adopted, taking into account only progressive (longitudinal) 

movement. The Equation (4) describes tyre longitudinal slip sx during vehicle acceleration 
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due to tyre elasticity [16]. Whereas, the slip during the vehicle braking is expressed by the 

Equation (5). 

sx = [rdω – vx]/ rdω (4) 

sx = [vx – rdω]/ vx (5) 

When driving or braking torque is applied to the wheels, tyre deformation occurs. In such 

a situation tyre wheel has less ability to transfer power. An example of the characteristics 

of the coefficient of adhesion μx as a function of tyre slip sx is presented in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Tyre adhesion coefficient characteristic. 

Taking into account the slip, the force transmitted by the tyre is expressed by Equation (6). 

Fx = μxFz (6) 

where: Fx – means tyre longitudinal force and Fz – tyre vertical load. In order to analyse 

the motion of the vehicle cornering, it is necessary to extend the model with lateral 

deformation of the tyre [16]. 

3.3 Wheel vertical load caused by pitch 

The method of determination of vertical load caused by pitch (during accelerating or braking) 

was presented in the work [8]. Forces of vertical load of a given axle during vehicle 

accelerating are expressed by Equations (7) and (8), where a – means vehicle acceleration 

or deceleration, h – height of COG (Centre of Gravity) from ground and L – wheelbase. 

Fzf = {m[glr − ah] }/L (7) 

Fzr = {m[glf + ah] }/L (8) 

In case of vehicle braking the forces Fzf and Fzr are defined by similar Equations to (7, 8) 

but the signs in numerators are opposite. 

4 Torque distribution strategy 

In conventional cars, a differential mechanism with two degrees of freedom is used 

to compensate the difference in wheels speed. In 4x4 vehicles, this differential mechanism 
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is also located between the front and rear axles. The relation between speeds of the 

differential mechanism is described by Equation (9). 

[ωF + ωR]/2 = ωengine (9) 

While the torque on each exit shafts Τ1, Τ2 from differential mechanism is described 

by Equation (10) and (11) [16]. 

Τ1 = 0.5τ0 + 0.5τf (10) 

Τ2 = 0.5τ0 + 0.5τf 
(11) 

If the value of internal friction torque τf is small (as it is for most common differential 

mechanisms), then the torque is distributed evenly. 

In the case of independent front and rear electric powertrain, any torque on both motors 

can be set (limited by ME parameters). Equation (12) describes the active torque distribution 

method between the front τF and the rear τR, based on the maximum usage of tyre adhesion. 

τF / τR = [glr − ah] / [glr + ah] (12) 

The Equation (12) results directly from the relation of vertical loads occurring on both 

wheel axles of the vehicle, which is described by Equations (7) and (8). 

Figure 3 shows the percentage torque distribution during acceleration, while Figure  

4 refers to the braking of the vehicle. Both graphs present results for a vehicle with the 

parameters given in Table 1. The acceleration plot has been limited to a = 4 m/s2, because it 

is the highest acceleration that the analysed vehicle can reach. For both cases 

(acceleration/braking) the initial difference (for a = 0 m/s2) results from the position of the 

centre of gravity. As the acceleration / deceleration value changes, the relation between 

torques on front and rear wheels also differentiates. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Active torque distribution during vehicle accelerating. 
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Fig. 4. Active torque distribution during vehicle braking. 

5 Simulation study 

Simulation tests were carried out for a small electric vehicle, the parameters of which were 

defined in Table 1. 

Table 1. Input data. 

Vehicle Parameter Value 

Mass m = 500 kg 

Frontal area A = 1.35 m2 

Drag coefficient Cd = 0.45 

Rolling resistance coefficient ft = 0.01 

Tyre dynamic radius rd = 0.27 m 

Front axle to COG lf = 1.0 m 

Rear axle to COG lr = 1.5 m 

Centre of gravity height h = 0.34 m 

Rotor inertia J = 0.128 kgm2 

Wheel inertia Jk = 0.7 kgm2 

Acceleration of the vehicle on a straight road was simulated. The results of these tests are 

presented in Figures 5–10. In the graphs in Figures 5 and 6 the waveforms of vehicle’s 

velocity and acceleration for the two analysed strategies were compared, i.e. evenly and 

active torque distribution. In both cases, the waveforms are very similar to each other, which 

allows a good comparison of subsequent parameters. 
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Fig. 5. Vehicle longitudinal speed in tested scenario. 

 

Fig. 6. Vehicle longitudinal acceleration in tested scenario. 

The torque on wheels waveforms on the front and rear axle for evenly strategy and the 

waveforms of tyres slips are shown in Figures 7 and Figure 8, respectively. The torque graph 

for both axles is almost identical, which is in line with the assumptions of this strategy. In the 

case of slips, there is a significant difference in the time range when the vehicle achieves the 

greatest acceleration. The values of slip on the front axle are higher because this axis is less 

loaded during acceleration (according to Equations 7 and 8) and their ability to transfer torque 

is lower. 

 

Fig. 7. Front and rear wheels torques for evenly torque distribution strategy. 
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Fig. 8. Front and rear wheels tyres slip for evenly torque distribution strategy. 

The simulation results of active torque distribution, are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 

Greater drive torque was delivered to the rear wheels of the vehicle, because these wheels 

are loaded during acceleration, and thus tyres have better adhesion with ground. The torque 

of the front axle was proportionally lower. Due to active distribution, slips on both axes 

adopted similar values which means that the vehicle has a greater stability margin. Potential 

loss of stability of vehicle movement occurs at the moment of maximum use of adhesion by 

all wheels. With this method, all wheels approach their adhesion limits before losing adhesion 

on one of them. As a consequence, the risk of losing adhesion by one of the wheels is lower 

than in the evenly distribution strategy. 

 

Fig. 9. Front and rear wheels torques for active torque distribution strategy. 

 

Fig. 10. Front and rear wheels tyres slip for active torque distribution strategy. 

6 Conclusion 

The presented method of active torque distribution allows to better use of tyre adhesion, and 

thus positively affects vehicle stability. In comparison to the evenly distribution strategy, 

slips on all wheels reach similar values. For a vehicle with a higher EM power, it would be 

possible to approach the limit values of wheel slip. Therefore, the differences in the indicated 

parameters (discussed in chapter 5) would be even greater, and of course in favour of the 

active method. The position of COG has also a significant influence on the differences in the 

results. The higher COG is located from the ground and the closer it is to one of the wheel 

axles, the advantage of the active distribution strategy will be greater. A slight drawback of 

the indicated method is the operation of torque distribution algorithm depending on vehicle’s 

momentary longitudinal acceleration. In a real car, it is possible to define the function of the 
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dependence of the current work parameters of EMs and the position of the accelerator pedal 

and determine the theoretical relations on the acceleration of the vehicle. On the other hand, 

in modern vehicles equipped with ESP (Electronic Stability Program) systems, acceleration 

sensors in all three directions are widely used, so this should not be a problem. Another weak 

point of the indicated method as well as other such systems is sensitivity to the position 

of COG, which depending on whether only the driver, or e.g. 5 passengers and luggage are 

travelling, creates a significant difference. However, taking into account all the above-

mentioned aspects and the results of simulation tests, the presented method of active torque 

distribution is significantly better than the evenly distribution method. 
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